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Italy	and	Nuclear	Weapons	
Structure	of	the	presentation	

• Main Features of	Post	World	war	II	Italian Foreign
Policy

• Growing	interest	in	nuclear	weapons	and	search	
for	a	Multilateral	solution	(NATO	and/or	
European)	since	the	early	1950s	

• Negative	Reaction	to	the	NPT	
• Strengthening	the	civilian	program	
• Fighting	against	the	ratification	
• A	puzzling	coda	:	the	Euromissiles	and	more..
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Main	features	of	Italian	foreign	policy

• Search	for	parity	of	status	within	Western	
Europe

• Close	relations	with	the	United	States
• A	Catholic	ruling	party	and	a	widespread	
revulsion	against	militarism	and	fascism

• A	strong	Communist	party
• MULTILATERALISM
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Italy	and	the	nuclearization of	NATO

•early	expressions	of	interest,	1953
•SETAF,	1955
•FIG	trilateral	protocols,	1957-1958
•Jupiters,	1959-1963
•interest	in	the	Polaris,	1958-1963
•Nike-Hercules,	1960
•M-115	Howitzer,	1964
•Gravitational	bombs,	ADMs
•Support	for	the	MLF
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A	SETAF	Honest	John
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And	a	Corporal
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The	Center	for	Military	Applications	of	Atomic	
Energy	(CAMEN)

• 1955,	in	Pisa
• Babcock	and	Wilcox	swimming	pool	research	
reactor,	1957

• Went	critical	in	1963	and	reached	5	MeW	in	
1967

• Ostensibly	working	on	defense	against	nuclear	
weapons
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A	Jupiter	Missile
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Bases in	Italy,	1960-1963
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Bases in	Italy,	1960-1963
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Main	features

• Little	visibility,	limited	expenses
• A	tool	for	enhancing	the	country’s	
position	and	prestige
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SETAF	Negotiations,	1955

• General	Michaelis	inferentially	inquired	whether	Ambassador	
Rossi	Longhi	perceived	any	difficulty	involved	in	such	routine	
introduction	of	weapons	possessing	atomic	capability.	Amb.	
Rossi	Longhi	responded	immediately	[…]	that	this	was	of	
course	[author‘s	emphasis]	the	way	the	matter	should	be	
handled	– without	any	special	announcement	or	fanfare	and	
treating	the	introduction	of	such	weapons	as	the	normal	
procedure	that	it	is,	while	at	the	same	time	underscoring	that	
it	is	a	question	of	potential	capability	rather	than	of	a	present	
stockpile	in	Italy	of	atomic	warheads	
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Assessing	the	importance	of	the	Jupiters,	1958

• At	this	time	the	interest	of	the	United	States	for	the	Alliance	is	perhaps	at	its	
climax.	The	alliance	does	not	provide	the	US	with	much	assistance,	but	it	does	
offer	a	primary	help	…	the	use	of	its	bases	as	launching	pads.	When	the	US	will	
have	its	ICBMs,	this	interest	is	bound	to	decrease	and	perhaps	by	then	a	direct	
negotiation	between	Moscow	and	Washington	will	develop	into	a	concrete	
possibility.	But	for	the	time	being	Italy‘s	position	in	NATO	is	at	its	zenith	for	
Washington […]	because	of	the	importance	that	the	intermediate	missiles	still	
enjoy,	and	because	we	have	accepted	them	in	Italy.	This	clearly	marks	an	increase	
in	the	help	we	offer	to	the	US	and	it	marks	an	increase	in	the	risks	which	our	
country	will	run	into,	in	case	of	war.	We	may	even	say	that	for	the	time	being	we	
are	closer	to	the	nuclear	club	than	France	is,	not	because	we	produce	the	
warheads	but	because	we	host	them	on	our	territory.	This	I	believe	is	a	very	
strong	argument	both	for	thwarting	the	attempt	to	build	a	[tripartite]	directorate	
in	NATO	and	for	demanding	a	more	active	Italian	participation	to	the	shaping	of	
the	Alliance‘s	common	policy	
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The	other	stuff…
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MIM	14B	Nike	Hercules
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F	104G	Starfighter
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Italy and	arms control

•	Until	1965,	Italy’s	participation	to	the	arms	control	
negotiations	was	mostly	perfunctory	
•	Belief	in	the	ENDC	negotiations	mostly	for	scoring	
propaganda	points	
•	FM	Fanfani’s 1965	suggestion	of	a	temporary	
moratorium	and	of	a	unilateral	declaration	of	non-
acquisition	
•	Strong	reactions	against	the	joint	US-USSR	draft,	early	
1967	
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The	fight	against	the	NPT

• Critical	reactions to	the	joint	US-Soviet	draft,	
late	1966

• Assessing a	national option,	February 1967
• Trying to	modify the	original draft
• Late	signature,	January 1969
• Late	ratification,	May 1975,	after a	stormy
debate
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The Russians and the Americans behave
as if in this negotiation they were debating
their own mutual obligations and as if they
were protecting their own direct and
immediate interests. Actually the
negotiation is dealing exclusively with the
obligations and the duties of third parties,
namely the non-nuclear countries, and with
the limitations to the interests of the latter.
The behaviour and the expectations of
both the Russians and the Americans,
therefore [...] are inconceivable: they can
be understood only if we were in a situation
where the two superpowers had the
right, and the power, to impose a diktat
upon the non-nuclear countries

A	Foreign Ministry Comment
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The	Supreme	Defence	
Council,	1967

a	“radical	step	away	from	the	original	
draft	of	August	1965”

“the	new	draft	had	a	number	of	
potentially	dangerous	implications	for	
the	principles	on	which	Italy	had	based	
its	Atlantic	and	European	policies	for	
many	years»

the	treaty	would	also	end	up	giving	
France	“a	net	political-military	
hegemony	within	any	continental	
European	political	association,	which	
would	be	a	further	incentive	for	the	
Gaullist	policy	of	excluding	Great	
Britain	from	the	European	community
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• Ambassador Luciolli to Herr Frank, if  the treaty had to be accepted 
without any changes that would amount to a veritable “final capitulation”

• Both countries embarassed in taking the lead, do not want to give 
the impression of a conspiracy. The Germans prefer “ a de facto 
parallelism to an organised bilateralism”

• Moro-Kiesinger agree on close cooperation and consultation to try 
and amend the treaty

• PARALLEL PRESSURE ON SEVERAL POINTS, Summer and Fall 
1967, almost ending in a stalemate by November 1967 on the issue 
of safeguards

• Article III about the safeguards : EURATOM

• Article VI about the nuclear states commitments

• Article X about the duration

Confidential	Italian-German	talks,	March	– May	1967
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Who?

• An	initial	widespread	animosity	and	perplexity,	
extended	to	many	key	politicians

• PM	Aldo	Moro	judging	the	whole	project	as	
«unwise»,	stressing	the	need	to	make	the	treaty	
«temporary»

• FM	Amintore	Fanfani	reluctant	«to	be	seen	as	the	
one	who	sold	Italy	out»	25	years	from	now

• President	Giuseppe	Saragat	«a	problem	of	vital	
importance»	«we	will	be	reduced	like	Egypt	at	the	
time	of	the	capitulation	treaty»
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Why ?  
1) Overall political impact, fear of a US shift towards Asia or towards 
a compromise with the USSR at the Allies’ expenses

•2) Substantial loss of status, particularly compared to other 
European states, with France a key case in point 

3) Consequent damage to European integration by perpetually 
freezing the difference in ranking among the European powers

4) Technical fears, excessive duration, technological and economic 
damaging impact through the Soviet role in implementing the 
safeguards,
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Tactics		
«The	Silly	Season	of	Italian	Foreign	Policy	Initiatives»

• August	1968,	signature	delayed	because	of	the	
invasion	of	Czechoslovakia

• Strong	support	for	a	conference	of	Non-
Nuclear	States

• Creation	of	a	new	UN	agency	to	implement	
the	NPT

• 1969-1970,	plans	for	an	«organic»	or	
«comprehensive»	disarmament	programme
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The	Signature

• Pietro	Nenni,	Minister	
of	Foreign	Affairs,	
January	28,		1969

• A	lengthy	statement	
with	12	«observations»
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The	Pause:	IAEA-EURATOM	Negotiations,	1970-1973

• Difficulties inside	the	Community	to	find a	shared
mandate	because of	French	attitude

• Negotiations did not start	until November 1971
• Lengthy,	complex negotiations on	inspections and	
verification of	safeguards

• Fear of	industrial	espionage,	as well as of	undue
Soviet	influence and	intrusion

• Agreement	reached in	September 1972,	signed on	
April	5,	1973
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Strengthening	the	civilian	program	

•1967:	3	active	power	plants	and	one	in	the	making	
•Latina:	UKAEA	200	MW	natural	uranium/graphite	
moderated	reactor,	operational	since	1962	
•Garigliano:	150.000	kW	General	Electric	boiling	
water	reactor	,	operational	since	1964	
•Trino Vercellese:	270	MW	Westinghouse	PW	
reactor,	LW	cooled,	LEU,	operational	since	1965	
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Strengthening	the	civilian	program	

• Late	1967,	creation	of	the	Gruppo Italiano
Arricchimento Uranio,	an	inter-governmental	
agency,	with	the	task	of	coordinating	the	
research	and	the	initiatives	of	all	the	private	
and	public	companies	working	in	this	field	
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Strengthening the	civilian program

•Two	pilot	reprocessing	plants	(EUREX	I,	at	
Saluggia,	active	since	1970	and	a	smaller	one	at	
Trisaia)	and	one	more	in	the	making	(EUREX	II)	
•Limited	theoretical	and	practical	research	on	
centrifuge	separation	by	the	CNEN	
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Strengthening the	civilian program

• Sponsoring	the	creation	of	a	European	
separation	plant	inside	EURATOM	(Andreotti)	

• Participation	in	uranium	enrichment	through	a	
protracted	negotiation	to	join	EURODIF	
(November	1973)	

• Repeated	attempts	to	join	URENCO	
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Strengthening	the	civilian	program	
•	Plans	for	a	nuclear	submarine,	«Guglielmo Marconi»,	1958-1962	

• then	since	1966	plans	for	a	nuclear-propelled	ship,	«Enrico	Fermi»	
and	supply	of	HEU	from	France:	2000	kilos	of	4.7%	enriched	
uranium	for	the	research	reactor	and	5.000	kilos	for	the	ship’s	first	
fuel	load	
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• Does	it	look	
familiar?	

• The	Alfa	missile,	
tested	three	
times	between	
1975	and	1976
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Why?	

• ”A	potential	nuclear	status	would	provide	a	
stronger	negotiating	position	than	that	of	a	
nuclear	one,	as	the	countries	which	have	an	
option	can	still	threaten	to	develop	their	own	
nuclear	weapons,	while	the	other	ones	
cannot”.	
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• Italian	diplomats	repeatedly	suggested	granting	
“an	international	nuclear	status	to	all	those	
countries	that	could	go	nuclear	in	the	
immediate	future	if	they	decided	to	do	so”.

•	Not	only	would	these	countries	be	placed	on	
the	same	level	with	the	so-called	nuclear	
countries,	but	they	would	actually	“enjoy	a	
situation	of	particular	moral	prestige	as	they	
have	preferred	not	to	contaminate	themselves	
with	the	possession	of	nuclear	weapons”.
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Part	2	- Ratification

• A	dramatic	sequence	of	weak	governments	
(economic	crisis,	terrorism)

• A	shifting	international	system
• Initially,	more	freedom	of	maneuver	for	the	
key	opponents	of	the	treaty
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Game	changers	in	the	early	1970s

• Different	attitude	of	the	Nixon	Administration	
on	Non-Proliferation	(HK	to	the	Italian	
diplomats:	we	are	not	the	JFK	people)

• Radical	changes	in	uranium	enrichment
• Renewed	interest	in	a	European	isotope	
separation	plant																			URENCO

EURODIF
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• Oil shock	and	energy crisis,	1973	
• Increased tensions across the	Mediterranean
and	the	Middle	East

• Nixon’s attempt to	privatize nuclear fuel
supplies to	foreign governments

• And	above all,	the	Smiling Buddha,	May 18,	
1974
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The	fight	over	ratification,	
1974-1975

»

»

• Roberto	Gaja,	Secretary
General	of	the	Ministry of																									
Foreign Affairs,	1969-1975

• Roberto	Ducci,	Director
General	of	Political Affairs,		
1970-1975																																																																																																																				
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» Achille	Albonetti,	Director of	External
Relations,	National	Committee for																																	

Energ Nuclear Energy	(CNEN)1960-1980
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• After the	Indian PNE,	Gaja and	Albonetti	
publish two articles in	which they criticize the	
treaty and	suggest promoting the	creation of	a	
third category of	states

• In	September,	a	right	wing magazine	publishes
a	special	issue in	which the	editorial suggests
a	national nuclear option

• A	vitriolic debate follows (inspired ?	)
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The	diplomatic	ploy….
•In	early	1974	an	inter-ministerial	meeting	in	Rome	decided	to	
keep	parliamentary	actions	on	the	EURATOM/IAEA	safeguards	
agreement	separated	by	the	ratification	of	the	non-proliferation	
treaty
•Ducci:	By	ratifying	the	IAEA-EURATOM	safeguards	agreement,	
Italy	could	be	guaranteed	all	the	necessary	fuel	deliveries	and	
technical	assistance	for	its	civilian	nuclear	program,	as	such	
deliveries	were	covered	by	the	US-EURATOM	agreement.	
Ratification	of	the	NPT,	on	the	other	hand,	was	of	no	immediate	
urgency	and	Italy	intended	to	take	its	time,	particularly	as	far	as	
the	1975	Review	conference	was	concerned.	Ducci openly	
admitted	that	he	preferred	to	see	what	results	the	conference	
would	produce	before	Italy	joined	the	non-proliferation	regime
•Trying	to	verify	whether	the	US	or	other	countries	would	still	
supply	uranium	even	WITHOUT	signing	the	NPT:	Whitlam,	
Trudeau	in	Rome,	January-March	1975
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…and	the	public	debate	

•After	the	Indian	PNE,	Gaja and	Albonetti published	
two	articles	in	which	they	criticize	the	treaty	and	
suggest	promoting	the	creation	of	a	third	category	
of	states	
•In	September,	a	right	wing	magazine	publishes	a	
special	issue	in	which	the	editorial	suggests	a	
national	nuclear	option	and	Albonetti explores	the	
potential	costs	of	a	national	bomb	
•A	vitriolic	debate	follows	(inspired	?	)	
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Poor	timing….	
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Kissinger’s Staff	Meeting	on	non-
proliferation,	August	2,	1974
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Helmut	Sonnenfeldt’s meeting	with	West	
German Ambassador	Roth	and	Minister of	State	

Moersch,	October 28,	1974
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Memorandum	of	Conversation,	
Gaja,	Ducci,	Sonnenfeldt,	Hartman

Rome,	November 5,	1974
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Why did they ratify:	two assessments

The	CIA	
• The	Italians	probably	decided	to	ratify	when	it	

became	apparent	that	they	lacked	support	in	the	
International	Atomic	Energy	Agency	for	a	legal	
maneuver	that	would	have	allowed	them	to	
continue	receiving	nuclear	materials	by	ratifying	the	
safeguards	agreement	required	by	the	NPT,	but	not	
the	treaty	itself.	

• Continued	access	to	nuclear	materials	is	particularly	
important	to	Rome	now	that	it	is	seriously	
considering	a	plan	intended	to	reduce	dependence	
on	imported	oil	through	the	construction	of	20	new	
nuclear	power	plants	by	1985.	Canada,	one	of	Italy’s	
major	potential	sources	for	uranium,	recently	made	
it	known	to	the	Italians	that	their	request	for	
supplies	would	not	be	considered	until	Rome	
ratified	both	the	NPT	and	the	safeguards	
agreement.

• Rome	must	also	have	been	influenced	by	its	failure	
to	get	around	the	provision	making	ratification	a	
prerequisite	for	full	participation	in	the	NPT	review	
conference	of	May	5

Aldo	Moro
• Yet	another	reason	is	the	necessity	

for	Italy	to	purchase	uranium	for	its	
civilian	atomic	energy	program.	It	is	
a	badly	felt	need,	for	the	present	
and	for	the	future,	also	in	light	of	a	
possible	new	crisis	of	oil	supplies.	
On	the	other	hand	the	Western	
countries	which	supply	our	
uranium	have	unmistakably	
conditioned	their	deliveries	to	our	
ratification	of	the	NPT.	Only	by	
doing	so,	therefore,	it	is	possible	to	
ensure	for	Italy	the	development	of	
an	advanced	know-how	and	
technology,	and	to	avoid	being	left	
in	a	dangerous	rearguard position
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End	of	the	story	- Nuclear	Reversal?

• December	1974,	progress	toward	ratification	
of	the	EURATOM-IAEA	agreement

• April	20,	1975,	Chamber	of	Deputies	
Ratification

• April	23,	1975,	Senate	Ratification
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Reversal is never smooth..
Deja vu	all over	again :	the	Euromissiles Crisis

• Thanks	to	its	participation	to	the	modernization	program	of	the	
Atlantic	nuclear	arsenal,	as	well	as	to	the	de	facto	downgrading	
of	the	smaller	allies,	Italy	now	has	the	chance	for	the	first	time	
since	the	end	of	the	war	(Author‘s	emphasis)	to	become	a	
member	of	the	Western	negotiating	group	that	will	de	facto	
conduct	the	global	negotiations	with	the	Soviet	Union	– a	
negotiation	which	will	take	place	in	different	ways,	at	different	
times,	and	whose	existence	will	often	be	denied.	I	do	not	doubt	
that	this	chance,	which	for	the	time	being	is	mostly	theoretical,	
may	become	a	concrete	one	– as	long	as	our	government	has	
the	political	willingness,	and	our	diplomacy	succeeds,	in	what	
will	be	their	greatest	mission	in	the	second	half	of	the	century.	
Namely,	to	find	a	place,	in	a	position	of	parity	with	the	big	ones	
and	therefore	of	full	dignity,	in	the	negotiations	for	a	truce	first,	
and	for	a	peace	settlement	later
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So	what	were	they	really	trying	to	do?

• Delay	ratification as long	as possible
• Perhaps achieve a	special	status	at the	NPT	
review conference	but with	an	18	months grace
period before being formally bound

• Reaffirm the	main reservations
• Obtain a	quasi-permanent seat at the	IAIE	BoG
• Build up	Italian civilian capacities
• Hedging?		Acquiring latency ?	(nuclear fuel
facilities and	scientific and	engineering expertise)
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And	why	didn’t	they	?	Can	this	be	classified	as	a	case	
of	nuclear	rollback?

• A	success	of	extended deterrence
• A	victory of	the	anti-nuclear forces
• A	moderate	ruling class ill at ease with	nationalism
and	militarism

• Strong	pressure	from	the	US	- Or	from	the	other
Allies

• Italy seen for	a	short	while as one of	the	critical
steps to	the	success	of	the	NPT	regime

• An	influential elite,	but who found itself increasingly
isolated

• A	weak,	fragmented nuclear community
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Does	it	matter?

• From	a	cold war	perspective,	it confirms the	
importance of	the	late	1960s-1970s	as a	turning
point

• From	a	proliferation perspective,	the	Italian critique
shows	a	remarkable similarity with	some	of	the	
arguments used by	current opponents of	the	NPT

• It confirms how difficult it was to	set	up	the		regime
• It reinforces Ariel	Levite’s definition of	hedging as a	
crucial conceptual tool to	understand proliferation
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Deja	vu	all	over	again	:	
the	Euromissiles	Crisis

• Thanks	to	its	participation	to	the	modernization	program	of	the	Atlantic	
nuclear	arsenal,	as	well	as	to	the	de	facto	downgrading	of	the	smaller	
allies,	Italy	now	has	the	chance	for	the	first	time	since	the	end	of	the	war	
(Author‘s	emphasis)	to	become	a	member	of	the	Western	negotiating	
group	that	will	de	facto	conduct	the	global	negotiations	with	the	Soviet	
Union	– a	negotiation	which	will	take	place	in	different	ways,	at	different	
times,	and	whose	existence	will	often	be	denied.	I	do	not	doubt	that	this	
chance,	which	for	the	time	being	is	mostly	theoretical,	may	become	a	
concrete	one	– as	long	as	our	government	has	the	political	willingness,	
and	our	diplomacy	succeeds,	in	what	will	be	their	greatest	mission	in	the	
second	half	of	the	century.	Namely,	to	find	a	place,	in	a	position	of	parity	
with	the	big	ones	and	therefore	of	full	dignity,	in	the	negotiations	for	a	
truce	first,	and	for	a	peace	settlement	later
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